Bizagi & Blue Prism’s connected-RPA: Complementary Solutions for More Complete Digital Transformation

Bizagi’s digital business platform integrates with Blue Prism’s connected-RPA to provide a comprehensive business process management / RPA solution. This integration adds the critical skills of Collaboration, Problem-Solving and Planning & Sequencing to the Digital Workforce—part of Blue Prism’s Six Skills for Intelligent Automation. Now, organizations can achieve digital transformation faster, enabling optimized workloads and a Digital Workforce that can work alongside people within the same systems to seamlessly execute end to end business processes.

Tapping into the Full potential of RPA: End to End Automation Done Right
Today’s business processes have changed. In the digital age, they must dynamically orchestrate people, applications and information on a global scale. At the same time, enterprises must be agile enough to deliver business value quickly and efficiently. Too often, companies rush to automate, resulting in small iterations and poorly thought out processes.

Together, Bizagi and Blue Prism create a better way. Bizagi forges collaboration between business and IT, allowing process applications to be co-created using one intuitive platform that everyone can understand. With full transparency through each step of the business process, enterprises can easily identify new, meaningful opportunities for RPA faster and more effectively. The result? Realize the full potential of RPA, with end to end process automation that delivers transformative results.

How It Works
Bizagi manages the entire process, end to end, while Blue Prism communicates at discrete points throughout. First, Bizagi instructs Blue Prism’s Digital Worker to initiate a new process. Then, the Digital Worker executes the process—logging in to a portal, for example, searching for a specific user and verifying. When the action is complete, the Digital Worker sends updates to the appropriate human.
Blue Prism & Bizagi: Better Together

Bizagi orchestrates people, devices and things—like the Digital Workforce. Blue Prism’s connected-RPA handles repetitive tasks and data entry within a process—such as employee onboarding. Together, Bizagi and Blue Prism deliver all process automation needs, end to end, for success across multiple industries—financial services, manufacturing, even hi-tech.

Typical business process use cases where Bizagi & Blue Prism work together:

- Month end close
- Order to cash
- Employee onboarding
- Contract management

Summary

The Blue Prism/Bizagi combination offers easy, “drag and drop” integration for instant connection to Bizagi’s no-code Digital Process Automation solution—all while building a process within Blue Prism. Together, Bizagi and Blue Prism can:

- Increase efficiency for more productivity
- Create greater transparency for reduced errors
- Streamline processes
- Allow for greater adherence to regulations for reduced risk

About Blue Prism

In this digital era where start-ups are constantly disrupting markets, only the most agile and innovative enterprises survive and thrive. At Blue Prism, we pioneered Robotic Process Automation (RPA), emerging as the trusted and secure intelligent automation choice for the Fortune 500 and public-sector market. Now we bring you connected-RPA supported by the Digital Exchange (DX) app store—marrying internal entrepreneurship with the power of crowdsourced innovation. Visit www.blueprism.com to learn more about Blue Prism (AIM: PRSM).

About Bizagi

Bizagi helps organizations to transform into digital businesses. Its process automation platform connects people, applications, devices and information to deliver the engaging experience that today’s customers demand. Fueled by a community of 1 million users, Bizagi powers enterprises worldwide including Adidas, BAE Systems and Old Mutual. For more information, please visit www.bizagi.com